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I.    INTRODUCTION 

In this proceeding, the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (“Commission”) is tasked with 

the job of reviewing AES Ohio’s request to establish distribution rates to recover the cost of 

providing non-competitive service.  Law, policy, and common sense dictate that the Commission 

should limit such rate recovery to non-competitive services. 

Unfortunately, the Staff Report of Investigation (“Staff Report”) in this proceeding 

suggests that the Commission should exercise its traditional regulatory authority to permit AES 

Ohio to recover the cost of providing competitive services—for example, generation-related 

uncollectibles and generation-related assessments—through distribution rates.   

Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. (“IGS Energy” or “IGS”) urges the Commission to avoid 

violating the law and contradicting recent precedent and reject the notion of rebundling 

uncollectible expenses and the PUCO/OCC assessments directly associated with providing the 

Standard Service Offer (“SSO”), into The Dayton Power and Light Company’s (“AES Ohio”) 

distribution rates. By staying the course with prior Commission decisions, AES Ohio’s distribution 

rates will not unlawfully subsidize AES Ohio’s SSO rates. 

Additionally, the Commission should cease the assessment of a discriminatory switching 

fee on CRES providers given that neither AES Ohio nor the Commission staff have provided 

justification for the current fee and AES Ohio does not impose the same fee on customers who 

elect the SSO—despite its tariff requiring it to do so. As it stands today, CRES providers are 

charged an unsubstantiated and unreasonably discriminatory fee simply to enroll a customer.  

Finally, the Commission should also seize this opportunity to make minor but impactful 

changes in AES Ohio’s rate design that are necessary to ensure that AES Ohio’s distribution rates 
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do not discourage the deployment of energy efficiency and distributed generation resources in 

accordance with state policy.  

II.  BACKGROUND  

On November 30, 2020, AES Ohio filed an application to increase its distribution rates, for 

tariff approval, and to change its accounting methods (“Application”). The Staff Report was filed 

with the Commission on July 26, 2021, setting forth the Commission Staff’s ("Staff”) findings 

regarding the Application.  

Pursuant to R.C. 4909.19 and Ohio Adm. Code 4901-1-28, IGS and multiple other parties 

filed Objections to the Staff Report and Summary of Major Issues in the above-captioned matters. 

Despite prolonged settlement negotiations, no stipulation was reached between the parties to 

resolve any of the issues in the case.  A multi-week virtual proceeding commenced on January 24, 

2022via WebEx. All parties were given the opportunity to cross witnesses and establish their case 

within the record. At the conclusion of the initial hearing, a single day rebuttal session was held 

on February 7, 2022. After all rebuttal witnesses had been presented, the deadline for initial post 

hearing briefs was set for March 4, 2022. Pursuant to that deadline, IGS Energy files this brief in 

the above captioned proceedings.  
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III.  ARGUMENT: 

A.  Uncollectible Generation Expenses: The Staff Report unlawfully proposes that AES 
Ohio collect costs directly related to providing a competitive service through 
distribution rates in violation of Ohio law and policy.  
 

The Staff Report in this proceeding proposes the collection of $2,444,632 in bad debt 

expense directly through base distribution rates.1 Allowing AES Ohio to collect this amount solely 

through distribution rates would be unjust and not align with Ohio law or policy of fostering an 

open and fair competitive electricity market and principles of fair play.2 

 In 1999, SB 3 “restructured Ohio's electric-utility industry to foster retail competition in 

the generation component of electric service.”3 The foundation for competition was established by 

requiring “the three components of electric service — generation, transmission, and distribution 

— to be separated.”4 Initially, in a transition step, SB 3 required the monopoly electric utilities to 

separate their business lines by function, i.e., distribution, transmission, and generation, and adopt 

corporate separation plans to prevent cross-subsidies between those functions.5 “In short, each 

service component was required to stand on its own.”6 Consequently, the Commission is under a 

legal requirement to properly assign the collection of costs for the provision of a competitive 

 
1 Testimony of Chad R. Riethmiller (Dec. 14, 2020) at 4; Staff Report (July 26, 2021) at 16. 
 
2 R.C. 4928.02(B) (“Ensure the availability of unbundled and comparable retail electric service”); IGS 
Objections to the Staff Report at 3-6. 
 
3 Industrial Energy Users Ohio, 117 Ohio St.3d 486, 487 (2008). 
 
4 Id.  
 
5 R.C. 4928.31(A). 
 
6 Migden-Ostrander v. Pub. Util. Comm'n, 102 Ohio St.3d 451, 452-53 (2004). 
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service, such as default generation service, to the customers that use that service, not distribution 

customers generally.7  

Indeed, SB 3 eliminated the Commission’s authority to regulate or provide compensation 

to support competitive retail electric service through non-competitive service rates regulated under 

Chapter 4909.  The General Assembly made this clear when it specifically provided that “a 

competitive retail electric service supplied by an electric utility or electric services company shall 

not be subject to supervision and regulation . . . by the public utilities commission under Chapters 

4901. to 4909., 4933., 4935., and 4963.”8 In other words, the Commission lacks authority to 

authorize the recovery of costs related to competitive retail electric services in a distribution rate 

case filed under R.C. 4909.18. 

Thus, the Commission may only regulate non-competitive service in a base distribution 

rate case. By law, the SSO is an EDU offering of a competitive retail electric product: it is “a 

standard service offer of all competitive retail electric services necessary to maintain essential 

electric service to consumers.”9 In a similar vein, State policy prohibits the subsidization of 

competitive services through non-competitive distribution rates. For example, the Court previously 

admonished the Commission for permitting FirstEnergy to recover SSO-related fuel costs through 

distribution rates. Following an appeal, the Court held that “[f]uel is an incremental cost 

component of generation service. Thus, by allowing that generation-cost component to be deferred 

and subsequently recovered in a distribution rate case, or alternatively allowing FirstEnergy to 

 
7 R.C. 4909.15, 4928.05, and 4928.31. 
 
8 R.C. 4928.05(A)(1). 
 
9 R.C. 4928.141(A). 
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apply generation revenues to reduce distribution expenses, the commission violated R.C. 

4928.02(G).”10  

 At a high level, the uncollectible bad debt expense occurs when a customer does not pay 

their outstanding bill and the outstanding debt goes unpaid for a specified period of time.11 The 

uncollectible expense is derived from unpaid amounts of the total bill from each category, namely 

distribution, transmission, and generation. It is undeniable that a portion of the uncollectible 

expenses incurred by AES Ohio are directly tied to the SSO—a competitive service. In fact, AES 

Ohio recognizes this and is currently imbedding a portion of the SSO related bad debt expense into 

the SSO cost, which is in contrast to the recommendation of the Staff Report.12 Both AES Ohio 

and Staff testified that customers who receive their generation service through a competitive 

supplier or through the SSO can create bad debt expense.13 Thus, it logically flows that when a 

shopping customer creates bad debt which flows to their supplier from unpaid generation costs, an 

SSO customer that creates bad debt should also see that apportioned bad debt flow to their 

generation provider, in this case the SSO. Not doing so would, in essence, rebundle AES Ohio’s 

distribution rates and violate the Commission’s ability by recovering the costs of a competitive 

service in a distribution rate case.14     

 

 
10 Elyria Foundry Co. v. Pub. Util. Comm’n, 14 Ohio St.3d 305, 315 (2007). 
 
11 Tr. at 729.  
 
12 Id. at 731. 
 
13 Id. at 728-9; and 1228. 
 
14 R.C. 4909.18. 
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The Commission should reject the Staff Report recommendation because the law requires 

it, but also because it is simply the right thing to do to promote a level playing field.  The Staff 

Report recommends a paradigm where uncollectible expenses for SSO and CRES customers are 

treated completely different. When a CRES customer fails to pay their bill, the competitive 

supplier becomes responsible for the unpaid amount of generation expenses. The collection or 

write-off of these costs must then be collected from other parts of the business.15 Under the Staff’s 

proposal, all distribution customers, including shopping customers, would be responsible for the 

total bad debt incurred by AES Ohio.16 This would mean that shopping customers would be paying 

for the generation related bad debt of both other shopping customers and customers on the SSO. 

In contrast, SSO customers would only be charged with paying a portion of the SSO related bad 

debt expense that is embedded in distribution rates.  

Without allocating an appropriate amount of the uncollectible bad debt expenses of AES 

Ohio solely to SSO customers, shopping customers will continually subsidize the SSO price, which 

naturally created favoritism towards a single offering in conflict with state policy of requiring 

unbundled electric offerings.17Choosing to allocate an appropriate percentage of the uncollectible 

expense directly related to SSO revenue through a bypassable rider will not harm AES Ohio.18 

The underlying amount of uncollectible expense will remain unchanged and thus not impact AES 

Ohio’s requested recovery in this proceeding.19 In the same way customers who choose to shop 

 
15 IGS Ex. 1 at 6.  
 
16 Id.   
 
17 R.C. 4928.02(B) and 4928.02(H). 
 
18 IGS Ex. 1 at 9.  
 
19 Id. 
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must inherently pay for the costs of those who are not able to pay their generation related charges, 

customers who elect the SSO should also be responsible for uncollectible generation charges. 

There is a simple and straightforward way to determine the appropriate amount of SSO 

generation costs that should be assessed through a bypassable rider, an allocation factor. AES Ohio 

currently utilizes allocation factors to determine numerous parts of its accounting structure.20 For 

example, AES Ohio utilizes an allocation factor to determine the appropriate amount of 

distribution gross plant that should be allocated to the utility.21 Allocation factors are often based 

on historical numbers or expenses and then used to extrapolate the appropriate amounts in the 

future.22  

In the case of determining an appropriate allocation factor for the SSO uncollectible 

expense, utilizing a straight revenue calculation is both correct and simple. Basing an allocation 

factor on revenue provides a simple and eloquent way to create a proxy for going forward costs, 

such as SSO uncollectible expense. Simply dividing AES Ohio’s revenue derived from the SSO 

($168,641,244) by AES Ohio’s total revenue ($610,541,652), an allocation factor of 27.6% is 

derived.23 The resulting 27.6% from that simple equation is then multiplied against AES Ohio’s 

historical uncollectible expense to determine the amount that should be allocated through a 

bypassable rider. Such an allocation would ensure that both shopping and SSO customers are 

paying for the uncollectible expense associated with their generation service.  

 
20 Tr. at 193-4.  
 
21 Id. at 194. 
 
22 Id. at 193-5. 
 
23 IGS Ex. 1C (AES Ohio’s Response to RESA INT-01-002). 
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The Commission should direct AES Ohio to continue to allocate an appropriate amount of 

SSO related uncollectible expenses through a bypassable rider in order to foster a fair and unbiased 

market. Such an allocation would create a more fair and competitive market for electric service 

within AES Ohio’s service territory and further state policy.  

B.  PUCO and OCC Assessments: The Commission should not deviate from its past 
proceedings and continue to require that AES Ohio allocate a portion of the OCC 
and PUCO Assessments through a bypassable rider.  

  

 The Staff Report recommends that AES Ohio rebundle the portion of the PUCO and OCC 

assessments that were correctly allocated as part of SSO Generation expenses in prior cases.24 As 

discussed above, Ohio law and policy prohibit the Commission from regulating or providing cost 

recovery for competitive service through distribution rates.25 The Commission lacks the authority 

to authorize the recovery of costs related to competitive retail electric services in a distribution rate 

case filed under R.C. 4909.18. Similar to bad debt expenses, AES Ohio previously unbundled a 

portion of these costs in accordance with state law requiring unbundled electric rates.26 Staff itself 

previously determined that these costs were indeed directly related to the offering of a competitive 

service and thus should be collected through a bypassable rider.27 

The Staff determined in AES Ohio’s previous rate case that a certain percentage of the 

Regulatory Expense, which includes the PUCO and OCC assessments, should be passed along to 

 
24 Staff Report at 24. 
 
25 IGS Energy Objections to the Staff Report at 7-9. 
 
26 In the Matter of the Application of The Dayton Power and Light Company for an Increase in its 
Electric Distribution Rates, Case Nos. 15-1830-EL-AIR, et al., Opinion and Order (Sept 26, 2018) at ¶32. 
 
27 Id. 
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AES Ohio customers through a bypassable rider.28 The staff report in the prior rate case determined 

that it was prudent and justifiable to allocate some of these assessment fees directly to SSO 

customers given that shopping customers were being assessed more total fees than non-shopping 

customers. Furthermore, Staff recommended that the fee be allocated based on the percentage of 

SSO generation revenue as a function of total revenue and then applied to the PUCO/OCC 

assessments. 29 

 After the conclusion of its prior rate case, AES Ohio began collecting $56,289 each month 

to account for the assessments based on SSO generation revenue.30 This amount was collected 

through the bypassable Standard Offer Rate (“SOR”) rider.31 There is nothing in the record of this 

case or any prior case to indicate that the amount being collected was inaccurate or collected 

improperly.  

 AES Ohio did admittedly make one error by not removing the associated dollar amounts 

from its base distribution rates after the conclusion of the requisite proceedings.32 During this 

interim period AES Ohio was collecting the SSO generation related PUCO/OCC assessments 

twice, once through the appropriate SOR rider and again through base distribution rates. This error 

was temporarily remedied when the Commission ordered AES Ohio credit all the money collected 

 
28 Id. 
 
29 Id. 
 
30 In the Matter of the Application of the Dayton Power and Light Company to Update Its Standard Offer 
Rate Tariffs, Case No. 19-841-EL-RDR, Second Finding and Order (Feb. 26, 2020) at ¶ 8. 
 
31 Id. 
 
32 Id. 
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through the SOR to all distribution customers through a non-bypassable Tax Savings Credit 

(“TSC”) rider.33  

 The easiest course of action in this proceeding would have been for the appropriate 

unbundling steps to be taken by removing the amount allocated to the SOR from base distribution 

rates. By completing the unbundling that was recommended by Staff in the prior proceeding, AES 

Ohio’s distribution rates will better reflect actual distribution costs and be more consistent with 

Ohio policy and law.34 However, Staff has recommended a complete reversal of their prior 

decision.35 The Staff Report Recommends rebundling of the PUCO/OCC assessments completely 

into base distribution rates.36 Under the Staff proposal, shopping customers would again be subject 

to the assessments both at the utility and supplier level.  

The percentage of the statewide assessments charged to entities, such as IGS and AES 

Ohio, are assigned based solely on total revenue of each entity.37 Allocating a portion of the 

assessments based on an allocation factor, such as the one approved in the prior rate case, supports 

state policy and is a justifiable means of allocation. A proper course of action would be for AES 

Ohio to be directed to continue collecting the currently allocated amount through the SSO with an 

equal parts reduction in the collection through proposed base rates in this proceeding. The 

Commission should not reverse course on multiple past decisions and require AES Ohio to 

 
33 In the Application of The Dayton Power and Light Company to Establish the Tax Savings Credit Rider, 
Case No. 19-568-EL-ATA, Finding and Order (Oct. 7, 2020) at ¶ 12. 
 
34 R.C. 4928.02(B). 
 
35 Staff Ex. 1 at 24. 
 
36 Id. 
 
37 Tr. at 1237.  
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appropriately allocate the OCC and PUCO Assessments to avoid shopping customers being 

charged twice. The easiest course of action is to remain with the status quo and not to backtrack 

on past market improvements.  

C. Switching Fees: The Commission should direct AES Ohio to eliminate the $5 
switching fee that is currently only being charged to customers who proactively 
choose a competitive supplier.    

 

As part of its responsibility as the EDU provider of non-competitive services, AES Ohio 

switches customers to various providers of competitive retail electric services (including to itself 

as provider of the SSO). While the Staff Report allegedly evaluated AES Ohio’s cost of providing 

non-competitive services, the Report utterly failed to determine if AES Ohio’s switching charge 

is appropriate or discriminatory. Allowing AES Ohio to continue assessing this discriminatory 

switching fee without evidentiary support would violate current Ohio law.38 

For example, each time an AES Ohio distribution customer elects to receive their generation 

service from a competitive supplier, the elected supplier is charged a $5 switching fee.39 Over 

$900,000 in switching fees have been assessed to Suppliers since 2018.40 The current $5 fee is a 

legacy charge that has existed for more than two decades.41 The fee was originally approved as 

part of a settlement involving a myriad of issues. No examination, in this case or any other, has 

been done to attempt to justify the current amount or the necessity of the fee at all in violation of 

 
38 R.C. 4909.15(C)(1). 
 
39 P.U.C.O. 17, Electric Distribution Service, Sheet No. G8 at 30. 
 
40 IGS Ex 2 (Response to IGS-INT-02-005(b).  
 
41 IGS Ex. 3 (Response to IGS-INT-02-004). 
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R.C. 4909.15(C)(1). Despite stark changes in technology and IT infrastructure over the past 21 

years, the fee has remained unchanged.42  

 The burden of proof in a distribution rate case falls on the utility to show that the proposed 

rates and charges are just and reasonable.43 When determining whether an EDU’s rates are just 

and reasonable, the Commission must determine the cost of rendering service to the utility for the 

test period, including its revenues and expenses.44 The EDU, as part of this process, may receive 

recovery for the “normal, recurring expenses incurred by utilit[y] in the course of rendering service 

to the public for the test period.”45 If the revenues received by the utility during the test year are 

less than the gross annual revenues to which the utility is lawfully owed, the Commission is 

required to fix new rates that will raise the needed revenue.46 

 Any expenses or revenue associated with the $5 customer switching fee charged by AES 

Ohio is currently embedded in the test year expenses and revenues. In order to determine whether 

the legacy switching fee is just an reasonable, there must first be a determination of the expenses 

and revenues during the test year.47 However,  AES Ohio failed to provide any evidentiary support 

for the fee it cannot be deemed just and reasonable. 

 
42 IGS Objections to the Staff Report at 9-11. 
 
43 R.C. 4909.18; R.C.4909.19(C); Ohio Edison Co. v. Pub. Util. Comm’n, 63 Ohio St.3d 555 (1992); 
Cincinnati Bell Tel. Co. v. Pub. Util. Comm’n, 12 Ohio St.3d 280, 287 (1984). 
 
44 R.C. 4905.15(A)(4), (C)(1). 
 
45 Office of Consumers’ Counsel v. Pub. Util. Comm’n, 67 Ohio St.2d 153 (1981), citing R.C. 
4909.15(A)(4), (C)(1). 
 
46 Cincinnati Gas & Elec. v. Pub. Util. Comm’n, 86 Ohio St.3d 53, 62 (1999). 
 
47 R.C. 4909.15(C)(1). 
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The current switching fee acts as nothing more than a barrier to entry to the competitive 

market, as no justification was made by AES Ohio or Staff to attempt to substantiate the fee. 

Indeed, Staff witness Smith admits that no analysis of the costs of switching a customer to a 

competitive retail supplier was included in this case.48 It is also important to note that despite its 

current tariff language to the contrary, AES Ohio does not charge a commiserate fee when a 

customer elects to take service through the SSO.49 AES Ohio is selectively choosing not to charge 

the fee when a customer returns to take service under the SSO but continues to assess the fee on 

suppliers in stark violation of R.C. 4905.35 which prohibits undue or unreasonable preference. It 

is unduly discriminatory and unreasonable to impose a switching fee on customers only when they 

are selecting a CRES provider, while imposing no fee on customers when they are selecting the 

SSO. 

Given that no proper justification was provided to substantiate the current switching fee and 

the fact that AES Ohio has unilaterally decided not to charge the fee to customers electing the 

SSO, the fee should be scrapped. The fact that AES Ohio is able to place customers on the SSO at 

no charge is a good indication that the fee is no longer required to complete a switch in either 

direction. Continuing to assess a two-decade old fee without any study or justification is a 

disservice to customers who actively shop for their generation service. The Commission should 

direct AES Ohio to remove the fee and allow customers the ability to elect their generation service 

with less barriers.   

 

 
48 Tr. at 1238.  
 
49 Tr. at 1240; See also P.U.C.O. 17, Electric Distribution Tariff, Sheet D34 at 2.   
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D. The Commission should further state policy by implementing a tariff design for 
commercial or industrial customers that better aligns the costs and benefits of 
renewable generation with AES Ohio’s Distribution rates and costs. 

 

It is the current state policy of Ohio to promote the deployment of distributed generation 

across the state.50 The proposed rates, and those supported by the Staff Report, do not provide a 

beneficial demand charge calculation for General Service customers looking to invest in 

distributed generation. The proposed demand charge for General Service customers, under the 

Staff Report, would automatically set a customer’s demand charge based solely on their single 

highest 30 minutes of peak demand, regardless of time or system load.  

One of the primary benefits of distributed generation, such as solar, is that it often operates 

at the highest levels during times when the grid can be at its peak.51 By not having a tariff that 

would allow customers to better align their demand charge with their demand during system peak 

times, customers could be getting high demand charges based on usage in the middle of the night.52 

Despite the longstanding state policy of promoting distributed generation, no new rate 

designs were proposed in this case, not even on a select or pilot basis.53 Staff witness Schaefer 

correctly points out that AES currently supports Qualified Facility (“QF”) and Net Metering tariffs, 

but also admits that these tariffs only support the generation costs of distributed generation and do 

not impact the demand charges.54 Creating a rate design that would allow customers to reduce their 

 
50 R.C. 4928.02(C). 
 
51 IGS Ex. 1 at 15.  
 
52 Tr. at 1096-7. 
 
53 Id. at 734. 
 
54 Id. at 1095.  
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demand charges in accordance with their contribution to AES Ohio’s system peak as opposed to 

the customer’s individual peak is key in unlocking the full potential of distributed generation 

projects.55 

It is not a new or novel concept to create a rate design that meets the needs of specific 

customers or promotes current state policy. AES Ohio currently has both a Maximum Charge 

Provision and a County Fair and Agricultural Societies rate to better align costs with two very 

specific use cases. The County Fair rate was created specifically for compliance with a different 

Ohio Policy.56  

Given that AES Ohio offers specialized rates to meet the needs of certain customers and 

comply with state policy, there is no reason that AES Ohio cannot provide a rate to properly 

promote distributed generation within its service territory. The Commission should require AES 

Ohio to offer a specialized demand charge rate for general service commercial and industrial 

customers that advances state policy and also better aligns their demand costs with the demand on 

AES Ohio’s distribution grid. 

E. Increasing the fixed customer charge subverts state policy by reducing the innate 
benefits of installing distributed generation.  

 

In the present case, the Staff Report proposed a vastly uneven increase in the fixed customer 

charge when compared to the variable energy charge.57 The proposed increase would see the fixed 

 
55 IGS Ex. 1 at 16.  
 
56 R.C. 4928.80. 
 
57 Staff Ex. 1 at 30.  
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charge increase by 39.3% while the variable energy charge would only increase by 16.7%.58A 

fixed customer charge is one that is unavoidable regardless of a particular customer’s usage 

throughout any given month.59 As discussed above, it is the state policy of Ohio to promote 

distributed generation projects across the state.60 

Increasing the fixed customer charge would automatically limit the potential economic 

benefit to a customer who chooses to install distributed generation.61 IGS is not proposing a change 

that would harm AES Ohio but simply a change in the collection of their required rates. The 

Commission should reject the proposed increase in the fixed customer charge and instruct AES to 

collect lost funds through volumetric charges that would better align with state policy. 

 

VII.  CONCLUSION 

 The Commission should utilize this case to both hold onto past market enhancements made 

in prior cases while also seizing the opportunity to continue pushing the competitive marketplace 

within AES Ohio’s service territory forward. By retaining the status quo when it comes to the 

PUCO/OCC assessments and uncollectible expenses, the Commission would continue to align 

costs with their source and not unduly favor the SSO by requiring shopping customers to pay those 

assessments or charges twice. The Commission should also take this opportunity to eliminate the 

 
58 Id.; See also IGS Energy Objections to the Staff Report at 14-15. 
 
59 IGS Ex. 1 at 17.  
 
60 R.C. 4928.02. 
 
61 IGS Ex. 1 at 17.  
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unjustified, two decades old $5 switching fee currently only being assessed to CRES providers in 

violation of Ohio law.  

 Additionally, the Commission should continue the precedent set by prior cases, and in line 

with state policy, of unbundling rates by rejecting the Staff Report’s request to collect all AES 

uncollectible expense through distribution rates. It is clear that a portion of the total uncollectible 

expense is directly related to provision of the SSO and thus that portion should be collected from 

SSO customers and not all distribution customers as proposed.  

 Finally, the Commission should further the state policy of Ohio by requiring AES Ohio to 

implement a specific tariff designed to align demand charges with system wide costs and peaks. 

Doing so would benefit customers, AES Ohio’s distribution grid, and the state as a whole. The 

proposed increase in the fixed customer charge should be rejected due to its side effect of stifling 

the benefit of distributed generation for residential customers.  
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